Meeting Summary
Thanks to all the presenters who made this an excellent
meeting
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Pre-Construction
Pre-project scope of work – Masanobu Miyahara
The CFS pre-project work scope will determine the readiness for a
construction project hence we need to understand the elements of the work
scope and their individual schedules. Can any items be delayed with
compromising the effort ? Can the 5-year estimate for this work be shortened
in any way ? Since non trivial funding will be needed to complete this work
then this implies some kind of budget before the anticipated GO-NOGO
decision in 2016. How much money is needed and when, if we try and
minimise a pre-project request
Three basic phases, basic planning, schematic design, and detailed design. –
Need a price breakdown of the various pre-construction elements – Vic
Who provides oversight for this – the KEK project office ?
The project controls the design work but not the land acquisition,
environmental assessment etc….
An environmental assessment is not legally required for the ILC – Masanobu
Need a scope & budget proposal for the LCB in July then MEXT (Japanese or
English ?)
How to proceed on the campus ?
Cannot shorten the 5 year period much.
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Accelerator Systems
Issues pertaining to CFS for each system – Nick Walker
Discussion
There remains” loose ends” in several systems in regard to CFS requirements.
Ascertaining these issues will help determine the systems groups work scope
and remaining CFS uncertainty.
Electrical loads are erratic in quality, documentation is lacking in certain areas.
Are they good enough for now ?
Lattice files needed for “conventional” positron source and 10 Hz operation.
Guaranteed energy – how do we implement this
The BDS is probably the most critical area.
10-15 man-years needed for the next few years.
What is the primary deliverable for the LCC phase (site dependant design ?) Nick
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Tunnel & below ground
Cryomodule & Waveguide installation, LHe inventory control, Radiation
shielding, Safety - Tomoyuki Sanuki & Masanobu Miyahara
Discussion
This session will examine issues related to the tunnel and access-tunnel X-sections
and input penetration layout. Is the generic tunnel layout including accessibility
and safety now stable ?

There is no estimate for worst case radiation accident scenario
Concrete shielding thickness looks conservative – does one save money by
reducing the tunnel size by 1 m.
The concept of cryogenic refrigerators underground (thus the penetration
buildings) needs to be reviewed. Questions raised about air flow, power outage
conditions. Request CERN help for a cryogenic system review.
Power distribution waveguide system preinstalled on the cryomodules.
Need a vertical shaft for each access hall (safety), ground water disposal from the
access hall .
Tunnel layout is stable from installation & layout, not stable from safety and
ground water – Tomo.
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Interaction Region design
Detector Requirements both SiD and ILD minimum needs – Karsten Buesser
Discussion
Do we understand the Detector design well enough to determine the CFS
Detector Hall requirements ? Is there risk that significant Detector changes
could still remain ? Can we identify the major technical cost drivers arising
from the Detectors in terms of the CFS, including comparisons of effects with
vertical shaft and horizontal access?
Detector assembly models are not finally determined – what is the role of the
central lab complex
The various arguments are not cut and dried, surface preassembly helps to
decouple CFS from the detector critical path.
In the end the site will dictate - Karsten
7% slope is a lot.
If required either detector can live with either approach. The detector design
could/would reflect the access method.
Commissioning scenarios with and w/o the detectors in place are not well
developed.
Heavy lifting device ~4M CHF from John Osbourne
Arup Detector anaiysis soon
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IR Concepts
Interaction Region Solutions including Hybrid, Detector Hall impact on Overall
Construction schedule – Yoshinobu Nishimoto
ARUP Study Status – John Osborne
Discussion
Can we conclude the horizontal – vertical access debate ( at least conceptually)
? Hybrid model – positives/negatives. When do we need to resolve this ?
What needs to be done in the near term to facilitate this decision ?
All hybrid designs have some form of vertical shaft
All solutions meet the basic experimental requirements
Baseline has a 60 month timeline – beneficial occupancy ~ 48 months –
detectors in 11.5 years. Hybrid A is 48 months, hybrid B is 60 months, hybrid C
is 60 months.
Need to evaluate the heavy lowering cost
Need to have at least one borehole to confirm geology at the IP – can we get
Iwate to do it ?
Baseline & Hybrid A – general agreement.
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Energy Staging
General Scheme, parameters, CFS impact – Benno List
Discussion
The proposal to implement the project in stages has implications for the
CFS approach and scope. What are these features (transfer lines,
cryogenics, installation, storage, test facilities ……) ? There may be a
request for energies in excess of 500 GeV as part of the project baseline.
How do we approach this ?
The concept of installing the 500 Gev infrastructure is correct.
Cryomodule storage requirements are actually reduced
Energy overhead needs additional consideration (2.5 Gev quantisation
step)
Need to look at the optimal way to implement the sparse infrastructure.
Longer undulator rather than 10 Hz for positron operation
Option C is the preferred.
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Site Issues
Power Usage, Site requirements (water etc..) Vic Kuchler & Atsuchi
Enomoto
Energy Issues – Marc Ross (Alt., Ewan Paterson)
Discussion
Further information will be required soon on the outside-the-TDR site
needs (power, water, roads etc….). How well do we know these
requirements ? Are there any significant energy efficiency opportunities ?
Power reduction on demand ?

Scope for the ILC laboratory power estimates (10 MW) looks low.
Water & sanitary, roads is not really understood yet.
The ILC laboratory is not well defined.
This is a mess !
Energy efficiency is a complicated issue, but there does not look as though
there is any “magic bullet” i.e. a factor of 2 anywhere
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Goals & Questions
•

Can we back-end load the pre-project CFS activities to reduce
funding needs pre-2016 without impacting the schedule ?
Can we determine the ADI requirements for the next 2-to-3
years which at a minimum provides the necessary information
for the CFS work? 12 months ?
Can we agree on the optimal energy phasing implementation
scheme
Can we agree on the preferred IP concept
Are the tunnel X-section & penetrations OK
How do the lab/campus facilities interact with the project –
equipment testing, engineering support, equipment staging and
storage, offices, power & water infrastructure, etc…
Any significant site-specific impact to the TDR design

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Cost vulnerability – can we identify any potential significant cost
risk hidden in the post-TDR environment ?
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Goals & Questions
•

Can we back-end load the pre-project CFS activities to reduce
funding needs pre-2016 without impacting the schedule ?

•

It appears to me at least the our ability to make significant
changes to the 5-year plan is limited – thus we should move to
the next step of preparing a funding request for MEXT (Via the
LCB)
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Goals & Questions
•

Can we determine the ADI requirements for the next 2-to-3
years which at a minimum provides the necessary information
for the CFS work? 12 months ?

•

I think Masanobu first talk showed the framework for these
activities. I think we need to digest it first but my impression is
that it’s essentially all there
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Goals & Questions
•

Can we agree on the optimal energy phasing implementation
scheme ?

•

Yes – scenario C
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Goals & Questions
•

Can we agree on the preferred IP concept ?

•

Here the situation gets a little more interesting. Anything beyond
the baseline involves a vertical shaft of some kind. There seems
to be a concensus for scenario A as the preferred option. We
need a better cost estimate but superficially the cost is similar to
the baseline.
How would both detectors use this layout ?

•
•

We will select Hybrid A as the concept to move forward with, as
well as the baseline.
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Goals & Questions
Are the tunnel X-section &
penetrations
OKDesign
?
Global
Effort

- CFS

Civil Design – Asian Region (6)

Wall
looks to big – we
Meritthickness
on the Functionality
need
tofloor
determine
what constitutes
◇ Flat
of the KAMABOKO
tunnel
a maximum credible accident. An
18 MW fault condition appears not
Better space factor
viable to me. – Safety review
Cryogenics system also needs a
(safety) review – by CERN ?
Tunnel stable from installation and
infrastructure perspective

・Cooling W.
・Electric
Substation
Cryogenics Plant

Access Hall
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A. Enomoto, Asian Region CFS Design, ILC PAC Review
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Goals & Questions
•

How do the lab/campus facilities interact with the project –
equipment testing, engineering support, equipment staging and
storage, offices, power & water infrastructure, etc…

•

Other than some generic arm waving estimates we have little
meaningful information here.

•

We need to decide on the perceived role of the ILC laboratory
and start with some form of functional analysis.

•

Principally, but not completely, a domestic issues
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Goals & Questions
•

Any significant site-specific impact to the TDR design

•

Nothing perceived to date. We need to set the IP location

•

Cost vulnerability – can we identify any potential significant cost
risk hidden in the post-TDR environment ?

•

No.

•

The Interaction Region is still more fluid than we would like, but
the potentially largest issue appears to me to be the ILC
laboratory
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